HUUSION TOWN MELTING I

JUNE 25, 1978
ADDRESS OF FRANCES T. FARENTHOld

THE QUESTION HAS ALREADY BEEN PUT TO ME! WHAT BUSINESS DOES A MARRIED WHITE WOMAN WITH FOUR GROWN CHILDREN HAVE ADDRESSING THIS CONVOCATION OF GAY MEN AND WOMEN? THE ANSWER SHOULD BE SELF-EVIDENT.

No one is free unless we are all free. A society is neither just nor civilized unless those who are not abused are as civilized as those that are.

WE CANNOT OPEN THE DOOR TO SOME MINORITIES WHILE DENYING ACCESS TO OTHERS. RACISM IS NOT A "STRAIGHT" ISSUE-MOTHERHOOD AND CHILD-CARE ARE NOT "STRAIGHT" ISSUES-SEXISM, OPPRESSION, AND THE DENIAL OF HUMAN DIGNITY ARE NOT "STRAIGHT" ISSUES-VIOLENCE AND DISCRIMINATION TAKE NO NOTE OF CLASS, COLOR, AGE, CREEED OR SEXUAL PREFERENCE. HUMAN RIGHTS IS A UNIVERSAL ISSUE.

On June 21, 1978, in Washington, President Carter told Latin American foreign ministers that his administration would continue to give strong emphasis to human rights in the conduct of foreign relations despite criticism of the policy by some governments.
"My government will not be deterred from our open and enthusiastic policy of promoting human rights, including economic and social rights, in whatever ways we can," our President said, and yet inequality and basic human injustice run rampant within our own nation. It is too easy to view human rights from a distance. For too long this has been our national habit. One example comes from our 19th century heritage:

Boston matrons knitting coverlets and clothes for Irish babies during the potato famine while in their own city signs are posted barring the Irish from public food and lodgings, two hazards tyranny of the day. Some have allowed themselves to follow leaders who indulged in intolerant religiosity. In Nazi Germany nearly a quarter of a million homosexuals were executed by the Nazis between 1937 and 1945. In your own logo for town meeting I, you honor those lost people with the triangle. Many people remember the yellow star of David worn by persecuted Jews but few recall the pink triangle forced upon European homosexuals at the time of the holocaust. Let it be remembered in America today. We in America are not a society caught up in genocide, but such intolerant religiosity, as we have witnessed recently in this country, can lead to a similar wholesale denial of human rights as happened...
IN GERMANY AND, INDEED, IN THIS COUNTRY IN THE CASE OF RACIAL AND OTHER MINORITIES. IT IS A UNIVERSAL PROBLEM WHICH MUST NOW BE FACED LIKE ALL MINORITY GROUPS BEFORE.


HOUtSON TOWN MEETING IS THE BEGINNING OF THE REALITY OF A SOCIETY WITH A GOAL OF NOT SIMPLY EQUALITY BUT COMPLETE TRANSFORMATION. THE COMING TOGETHER OF GAY MEN AND WOMEN IS THE FIRST STEP IN A VALUABLE HEALING PROCESS. EVERY OPPRESSED GROUP KNOWS THAT ONLY THROUGH SOLIDARITY WITHIN THE GROUP ITSELF CAN THE POWER FOR CHANGE DEVELOP. DO GAY MEN RECOGNIZE THE DOUBLE BURDEN OF DISCRIMINATION THEIR LESBIAN SISTERS BEAR? ARE LESBIANS SENSITIVE TO THE CHAUVINISM RIFLED AGAINST GAY MEN?
This movement deals with many of the same problems the women's movement dealt with. Problems of self identity and self assurance and traditions of timidity have caused political silence in the past. Private selves vs. public persons was always, and remains, a key issue. Houston town meeting is the first effort to address these problems. You have organized. You have indentified and isolated the social and legal injustices levelled against you. You have overcome the crisis of timidity. Only in this way can your human rights be implemented. Some seek to make this into a religious issue, and a few politicians seek to make this into a polemical tool, but this issue must be seen first and foremost as a human rights issue— an issue spanning color, creed, sex and national origin. The rights of this large minority can no longer be trampled. To continue to allow the existence of such blatant discrimination is to lay the groundwork for a police state—a state wherein the rights of the individual may be imperiled through the merest rumor or nuance.

The famous quote out of the sixties says "We are the people our parents warned us about..." Yes, the people who can affect public policy through direct intervention; the people who can create, for the first time in human history, a society where all minorities
are granted full majority rights—rights basic to human dignity. Ever other minority knows if it does not make its needs, its concerns, its commitments known, no one else will. Today is one more beginning. There will be other minority groups to follow. For we are midway in our journey toward